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If you are viewing this file on the internet you can click on the website address listed on this page to connect to Old Town Editions. You can reach my e-mail at this site.As I mentioned in my talk, Henry Wilhelm and I are working on a new cold storage method using sealed cabinets and conventional freezers.  This is a 30 month project funded by the Smithsonian Institution. A t the time of this presentation we are about one year into the project.  We have enough information now to conclude that the method is fully viable. The work that remains to be completed is the preparation of a comprehensive set of guildelines and  procedures. Also some cabinets we have tested have a  superior seal, and we are now beginning to work with the vendors in order to establish a minimum functional level which we feel will meet this cold storage application.  One vendor's cabinets require no modification.  Another  vendor's design requires a simple redesign on the door seal.  The third vendor will also require redesign which is somewhat more challenging, but  we are working to resolve this issue. Hopefully, at the end of the project, we will have three vendors with qualified cabinets.



 Advantages of Freezer Storage

2)  Maximum chemical stabil ity is achieved without
     irreversible change to physical properties.

3)  Significantly reduced moisture content in
     cold air makes passive climate control effective.

1)  Sub-zero temperature storage (– 4°F or –20°C)
     is the highest standard of care.

a)  control is possible at item, box, and cabinet level.

b)  passive control imparts water and smoke resistance
 and allows the use of dry-pipe sprinkler systems.



 Advantages of Freezer Storage

5).  Lower construction
costs.

6).  Local refrigeration contractors can install
and service conventional freezers.

4).  Significant energy cost savings .

Mark McCormick-Goodhart
A local company, Industrial Refrigeration Services, Inc., installed our conventional walk-in freezer. This photo shows the vault's insulated panels being set into place. Our building site preparation costs were negligible because we had a free and clear space with level concrete floor.  The space was a little tight as you can see from the photo, but installation went smoothly. Once the materials arrived at Wilhelm Imaging Research, the actual construction time took four days.  Total cost of the vault was approximately $22,000.



 Disadvantages of Freezer Storage

2) Thermal warm-up procedures must be
used to ensure safe retrieval and guard against
moisture condensation.

1)  Low temperature restricts access.

Mark McCormick-Goodhart
These are the obvious disadvantages to freezer storage... a small price to pay for  a nearly perfect preservation state for your collection.  Actually, when you get used to storage and retrieval, it will be second nature. You will think it is quite easy.  Cataloging or creating a good finder index for what is in your cold storage vault is another matter!  But you should have a  well indexed collection anyway, so get to work!  Warm up times really only require common sense.  However, as part of our project we will be writing some very clear cut recommendations and "how to" procedures.



Methods of Passive Climate Control

2)  CMI package design.

3)  The sealed cabinet method.

1)  The FICA system.
High vapor barrier packaging system
developed by the Swedish Film Institute

Freezer Kit available from:
Metal Edge Inc.,Commerce, California
800-862-2228 or 213-721-7800

New cold storage research underway at
Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., Grinnell, Iowa

http://www.metaledgeinc.com
http://www.wilhelm-research.com
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I spoke only briefly about the FICA system. If you would like to know more about it, refer to the suggested reading on page 18. Authors  Goos  and Blowman wrote a paper describing this method.
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The critical moisture indicator (CMI) package design was developed while I was at the Smithsonian Institution. I wrote a draft paper which I have never published, but have given to people upon request. I realized that the method really needed to be put into a simple kit so that people could gather all the required packaging materials in one easy step.  Metal Edge, Inc.,  a conservation supply vendor in Commerce, CA, offered to help me turn this method into a marketable kit. It is now available as the Safecare Image Archive Freezer kit, and the kit has a straightforward set of instructions which will teach you how to use the kit properly.



In the Metal Edge Freezer kit, a drop-front style conservation box is also located between the inner
and outer bag. It gives a professional appearance and adds to the moisture trap performance.
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Note the drop -front style box that is included in the package design.  The kit makes five packages.  The most difficult step in using this kit is drying the mat board. The instructions tell exactly how to accomplish this step.  My son, Mark, was eight years old when I developed the CMI method. He could easily assemble the packages. He is a bright kid, but after all, he was still only eight years old so I concluded that the CMI package method is pretty easy  for most people to use. The CMI method is well suited to small-to-medium size collections that contain photographic materials which can be formatted to fit letter size file folders.  Plastic pages are widely available for filing 35mm, medium, and large format sheet film, or prints up to  8 by 10 inches. The Metal Edge kit is designed around the letter-size file format.  Motion picture film can also be easily adapted to the CMI method although the Metal Edge kit is not designed for this purpose. The company may well add a second kit version for moition picture film in the near future.



Sealed Cabinet Method
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This photo shows Henry (on the left) and me inside the new walk-in freezer at Wilhelm Imaging research, Inc.  The temperature is set at -20 degrees centigrade.  Three beige  cabinets made by Delta Designs, Inc. are on the right. The first and last cabinet on the left are manufactured by Viking Metal Cabinet Co.  The other two cabinets are made by the Steel Fixture Manufacturing Co.  All three vendors kindly donated these cabinets for the cold storage research. The sealed cabinet method shares one important feature with custom dehumidified vaults.  The items in the photo collection do not need to be reformatted.  They are housed in their existing boxes or folders inside the cabinets.  The sealed cabinets were originally developed for natural history collections where the sealsprevent insect infestation and help to keep fumigants contained with the collection specimens.  We have borrowed this existing cabinet technology, figuring that it would work great as a means of passively controlling the moisture content of photographic and manuscript collections in cold storage.  That is what the research projec is all about.  Passive climate control using conventional freezer technology as a way  to reduce construction and operating costs for cold storage of photographic collections.



Humidial RH Indicator Plug

Safety door: Opens from inside
even when locked

Data loggers with multiplex wiring
for remote access by modem
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Electronic data loggers are a great way to monitor the cabinet conditions and stay within the proper humidity range.  However, cobalt chloride indicators that can be purchased from Humidial Corporation, Los Angeles, CA ., also work very well.  The indicator  does not respond quickly, but it doesn't need to.  It is sufficiently accurate and very reliable. The indicator plugs can be installed on the door of the cabinet. The metal plug housing  is very low cost (about $12.00 per plug). The unit shown here indicates between 30%RH and 60%RH at room temperature in 10% increments, and properly compensates for the low temperature environment as well.  
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We installed an energy meter on our new vault so that we will be able to accruately report total operating costs.  It is not a necessary feature for most users.
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We upgraded the thermostat to a digital control device. This upgrade  cost about $200 and we highly recommend this upgrade to the basic "walk-in" freezer.  It is readily available and can control the temperature variation about the set point more tightly than the older style mechanical thermostats.



Conventional Walk-in Food Freezer
Environment

Fan motors run continuously except
during defrost

Mark McCormick-Goodhart
In a typical walk-in freezer, food is stored which has very high moisture content. High humidity in the vault is desireable in order to avoid "freezer burn" which occurs as the food products dehydrate.  Continuously running fans help keep the humidity high.  Also, food industry personnel tend to enter and exit frequently so a continuously running fan also helps to maintain even temperature.  When the compressor turns on, the evaporator coils must cool down below the room's temperature set point in order to provide the  cooling effect. This  creates a dehumidification effect because the water  vapor in the room freezes out preferentiallyon the colder coils . Then, when the compressor turns off, the continuously running fan motors in front of the coil start to evaporate the frozen water back into the room. The humidity climbs very high.  Hence, you can see an approximately 65%RH to 80%RH cycle occuring in our freezer as it runs in the  conventional mode.



Wilhelm Imaging Research Modification
to Walk-In Food Freezer

Fan motors re-wired to operate
with compressor on/off cycle
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We modified the walk-in freezer's wiring slighlty. It was a simple modification that the refrigeration contractor can easily do. The fan motors now turn off when the compressor turns off.  This greatly reduces the evaporation of the frozen water on the coils back into the room, so the natural dehumidification capability of the freezer is now favored. Note that in this operating mode the relative humidity now cycles between 48%RH to 57%RH.  The lower RH overall is highly benieficial  since the cabinets now have to safeguard against a much lower humidity differential. Also, the photo materials can be handled for longer periods of time when they are being transfered from the cabinet.  Safe removal of the materials from a conventional freezer merely requires that they be transfered to a warm-up container which acts as a vapor barrier to prevent condensation when the materials are removed from the freezer. During the transfer from cabinet to transfer container they will see a slightly high humjidity environment, but remember that moisture diffusion is very slow at this temperature.  There is ample time to perform this step without causing the moisture content of the photographic materials to get outside their allowable range. 



Sealed Cabinet Environment Containing No Photo
 Materials During Moisture Permeability Test

Defrost

RH and temperature cycling reduced by cabinet

slowly rising RH
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This slide shows a completely empty cabinet being tested for moisture permeability. With no photo materials or other  buffering materials  inside  the cabinet, we can accurately measure the moisture vapor transmission properties of the cabinet and then determine how much moisture buffering material will be needed to control humidity for very long periods of time. Our results are showing that passively controlling the moisture content of the collection housed inside each cabinet will be very easy to accomplish.  The method would not be practical if this were not the case.  I showed this slide to make two other points. First, the vault's defrost cycle is insignificant, and second, the thermal mass of the cabinet even when running totally empty  stabilizes the internal temperature and lowers the relative humidity cycling to a negligible level.  When photographic materiials are added to the cabinet, its temperature and RH steadiness will be truly amazing. This is predictable directly from permeablity results like this.  Now the project moves into the next phase which will be to house a real photographic collection and demonstrate the overall ease of maintaining the proper climate.



U
Use

Stay within
Quadrant ABCD
for storage and
Display

Note: see suggested reading on environmental recommendations at end of this PDF document.
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To fully understand this data you should read the suggested reading material on page 18.  Briefly, I compared the current recommendations listed in the American National Standards Institute Film storage standard to the allowable range which I concluded was safe and appropriate after extensive research with my former colleagues at the Smithsonian Institutution.  Bear in mind that my range includes both storage and display while the ANSI recommendation is for proper storage conditions. For proper storage, there is a broad area of allowable temperature and relative humidity where we are in agreement.   The sealed cabinet method will conform to both sets of recommendations.  ANSI allows lower RH limits at room temperature for black and white materials. My research led me to conlclude that polyester based films should  not be taken to quite as low an RH as allowed in the current ANSI standard.  Also, I am more conservative on the upper allowed RH limit in subzero temperature storage because  the photo materials need to be compensated for their humidity "overbuffering"  properties which is a result of their type II isotherm behavior. The ANSI committee (of which I am presently a member) has made tremendous progress in recent years regarding many of the complex  issues concerning film preservation.  This particular issue is a subtle one and will undoubtedly be addressed in future revisions of the ANSI standard.  In the meantime, if you want to know more about how  I arrived at the quadant ABCD for  the allowable range, read the suggested papers.
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I included this photo with Henry and his son Charlie in the background because I wanted to show the audience the compressor assembly. This was the best photo I had of the vault's compressor.  It was also nice to add a note of human interest to the talk.  After all, Henry and I want people to "warm up" to the idea of  cold storage. It should  become  normal storage policy for museums and archives.  I really hope we live to see the day when people will be discussing room temperature storage of photo collections at a conference on alternative archival  facilities rather than the situation we have today where cold storage is considered a specialized application. Do you wonder what Henry and Charlie are doing? They are handing me copies of Henry and Carol's incredible book (see suggested reading). We had to clear a pathway behind the vault which we realized afterwards had been installed a little too close to a stored stack of the books. So we moved several hundred copies a few at a time!  The price of research...



About the FICA system-

R. Goos and H. Bloman, “An Inexpensive Method for the Preservation and Long-term Storage of Color Film”,
J. SMPTE, 92, 1314-1316, 1983.

About Environmental Recommendations-

M. H. McCormick-Goodhart, “The Allowable Temperature and Relative Humidity Range for the Safe Use and
Storage of Photographic Materials,” Journal of the Society of Archivists, Vol 17, No. 1,  United Kingdom, 1996.

M. H. McCormick-Goodhart, “Temperature and Relative Humidity Recommendations for the Safe Use and Storage
of Photographic Materials,” Final Program and Advance Printing of Paper Summaries, IS&T's  49th Annual
Conference, The Society for Imaging Science and Technology, Springfield, VA, 1996.
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About Cold Storage and Image Permanence-

H. Wilhelm and C. Brower, contributing author, The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs: Traditional
and Digital Color Prints, Color Negatives, Slides, and Motion Pictures.  Preservation Publishing Co., Grinnell,
Iowa, 1993.  Available for $39.95 + shipping from Light Impressions Corporation: www.lightimpressionsdirect.com 
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